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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The mother of a Lexington
woman slain by a former lawmaker in 2009 says she has
thought about the final
moments of her daughter's life,
thoughts she describes as
"nightmares without answers."
Diana Ross delivered a statement on the death of her 28year-old daughter. Amanda
Ross, to Fayet.te County
Commonwealth's Attorney Ray
Larson on Friday, the Lexington
Herald-Leader reported.
Former state Rep. Steve
Nunn. 58. the son of the late
Gov. Louie Nunn, pleaded
guilty last month to murder in
the Sept. 11, 2009, shooting
death of Ross, his ex-fiancee.
and was sentenced to life without parole.
"1 have asked myself about
the last minutes of Amanda's
life," Ross said. "These
thoughts are indeed nightmares
without answers.
"Amanda was undoubtedly
terrified during those final
moments of her life as she
struggled to live. Perhaps she
was silently calling for me. She
thought I could fix anything and
make it better.
"I have been tormented by the
question of what could I have

See Page 2
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Monday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 93 South wind at 6
mph becoming west.
Monday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 74. West wind
around 6 mph.
Tuesday: Sunny, with a high
near 95. West southwest wind
between 3 and 7 mph.
Tuesday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 76. West
southwest wind around 5 mph
becoming calm.
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 96. Calm wind
becoming west southwest
between 4 and 7 mph.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 76.
West wind around 5 mph
becoming calm.
Thursday: Sunny, with a high
near 96.
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Anthony
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first day of
freedom

ANGIE HATTON Ledger & Times
Features Of the Owen Station Spray Park include an arch with water jets, and a water tower that spouts
a fountain shaped like a mushroom. The tower is named in honor of the Owen family, who made a generous donation toward construction.
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Spray Park construction nears
completion, Brockman says
By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
onstruction is set to be finished at the end of the
month on the MurrayCalloway County Parks System's
Owen's Station Spray Park.
According to Tab Brockman,
parks director, a ribbon-cutting ceremony is being planned for the first
week of August.
"Spray parks are really becoming
a popular feature at pools - public
and private - and we're excited to be
adding this park to the Murray
Community Pool," said Brockman.

C

Mike
Sykes,
Murray-Calloway
County
Parks
System Aquatics
director,
said
access to the park
will be included in
the cost of admission to the pool,
with an access gate
inside the pool Brockman
complex.
"It's going to have lots of features: lots of ways to get wet," said
Sykes.
Components include a concrete

pad and several spray stations. Kids
can run through an arch that sprays
water, and an arch made of jets of
water. A tower will spout water in a
mushroom pattern. Kids can also
get drenched under a series of pipes
that will drizzle, spritz, shoot and
dump water.
There will be no standing water,
according to Sykes. Runoff will be
recirculated through a pump house
next to the spray park. The water
will be filtered and chlorinated in
the pump system. When not in use,

•See Page 2

PAABC makes plans for future
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
fficials with the Purchase
Area Asset Building Coalition
(PAABC) say they will be
adding a Briggs & Stratton site to the
free tax service next year.
The PAABC was started last year as
a result of a United Way survey to
assess needs in the community. Its
goal was to provide tax filing services
and financial education for lowincome families so they could get the
best refunds available and save for the
future. Volunteer Certified Public
Accountants (CPAs) helped with a
new VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance) site, which was in addition to a site that Dr. Floyd Carpenter
has run for about 20 years on the
Murray State University campus and a
mobile site run by Merryman House
Domestic Crisis Center.
Aaron Dail, director of resource
development for the United Way of
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Murray-Calloway County, spoke
about plans for the next tax season at
a luncheon this week with volunteers
who made the PAABC possible. He
said the new planned site would
extend savings to many more people
in Calloway County by helping
Briggs & Stratton, one of the county's
largest employers, file free tax
returns. He added that the PAABC
would need to recruit new volunteers
to make the program expansion possible.
Mike Maxwell, the outgoing chairman of the PAABC advisory council,
thanked volunteers for their vital help
with the program. He said he would
still be active with the program, but
was stepping down as the chair
because of work and family responsibilities. Maxwell. who is the financial
center leader for the BB&T north
branch in Murray, said that besides the
tax returns aspect, financial education
—including a BB&T free credit report

bus and the FDIC Money Smart program — had also helped families save a
lot of money. He said the cooperation
that helped the program be successful
had given him even more appreciation
for the community than he had before
he became involved.
Incoming chairman Jason Billington
said he was honored to step into his
new role.
"I just want to say that when Aaron
approached me about chairing the
advisory council, he said, 'Well,
Jason, we think you've got the talent
and the passion.' I said, 'Well. Aaron.
you overestimate my talent, but I've
got passion.' And I'd just like to say
it's an honor to serve, especially with
all the people that we've worked with
this year. I never thought preparing
taxes would be fun, but, actually, it
was."
In its inaugural year, volunteers with
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Tea party
debate on
center stage
By Andrew Taylor
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — The next step
in the weeks-long saga over how to
increase the government's borrowing cap
is to let House tea party forces try it their
way.
A Republican "cut, cap and balance"
plan set for a House vote Tuesday would
condition a $2.4 trillion increase in the socalled debt limit on an immediate $100 billion-plus cut from next year's budget and
adoption by Congress of a constitutional
amendment to require a balanced budget.,
"Let's let the American people decide,'
said Rep. Jim Jordan, R-Ohio, on "Fox
News Sunday." "Do they want something
common sense as cutting spending, capping the growth in government and requiring a balanced budget amendment to the
Constitution?"
The idea appears to be to allow tea partybacked GOP lawmakers to have the run of
Congress this week in hopes that they'll
ultimately be able to stomach a plan
emerging in the Senate to give President
Barack Obama sweeping power to order a
$2.5 trillion increase in the debt limit without approval by Congress.
The cut, cap and balance plan, however,
is a dead letter with Obama and in the
Democratic-controlled Senate — as is a
separate effort by Republicans in that
chamber to adopt 4 balanced budget
amendment. Amending the Constitution
requires a 2/3rds vote of both Houses,
including 67 votes in the Senate, where
Republicans control just 47.
"No one believes there are 67 votes for

See Page 2
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ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) - This is what
freedom looks like for Casey Anthony:
$537.68 from her jail account, no job,
estranged parents, a criminal record, lawsuits pending against her and the scorn of
multitudes who think she got away with
murder.
She quickly gave reporters the slip after
walking out of jail Sunday, but whatever
life she manages to build for herself will
be lived under a media microscope and the
shadow of countless threats.
Experts who have helped other notorious defendants through rough times say
she will have opportunities as well, but it
won't be easy for the 25-year-old, who
was found not guilty of killing her 2-yearold daughter, Caylee. but convicted of
lying to investigators.
With her hair in a bun, Casey Anthony
walked out the front door of an Orlandoarea jail shortly after midnight, wearing a
pink T-shirt, blue jeans and sneakers, and
escorted by sheriff's deputies holding
semi-automatic rifles. Protesters shouted
"baby killer" and "you suck" as she
climbed into an SUV.
The vehicle sped away and darted into a
parking garage at a building where one of
her attorneys has offices. Where she went
next is unknown.
Soon after her release, there was police
activity at Orlando Executive Airport as
two vehicles pulled up to a twin-engine
private jet bound for Columbus, Ohio, but
no one saw Anthony get out and onto the
plane. Ohio is the home state of Anthony's
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MI Park...
From Front

ANGIE HAT ION / Ledger & Times
A frame is up for the pump station, which will recycle chlonnated water for the spray park.
Plywood boards cover an eight-foot-deep reservoir

ANGIE HATTON / Ledger & Times
Spray fixtures await installation at the site of the Owens Station Spray Park in Murray. The
spray park is set to be completed at the end of July

the water will be stored underneath the pump house in a
2,000-gallon- reservoir. Sykes
said the water will be heated.
"That was one thing the state
Health Department had us do,"
Sykes added. "They were concerned about the temperature of
the water being stored underground and then coming out."
The community pool closes
for the season on Labor Day,
but Sykes said that the spray
park will stay open on the
weekends while the weather is
still warm. The first weekend
will be Sept. 10-11. Sykes said
that the spray park will operate
free to the public. He says officials have not yet set times of
operation for the weekends.
The cost of the spray park is
around $120,000 for parts and
to
according
installation
Brockman. Last July former
local businessman Kenneth
Owen made a $25,000 donation
toward the park, and park officials chose to name the facility
in honor of the Owen family.
Brockman said this week Pella
Corporation added a donation
of $5,000 toward construction.
Murray Community Pool is
open Monday through Saturday
from noon to 7 p.m. and Sunday
from 1-6 p.m. Admission prices
vary. Season passes, group
passes, punch passes and pool
parties are available. No outside
food or drink is allowed inside
the pool fence. For more information call 762-0325.

III Anthony ...
From Front
parents, but an official at the
Columbus airport said the aircraft was only carrying golfers
back from a Florida vacation.
"Casey is in good hands," said
Todd Macaluso, a former member of Anthony's defense team
who declined to comment further.
Her lead attorney, Jose Baez,
did not respond Sunday to email
and phone messages left by The
Associated Press, nor did other
lawyers on her defense team and
those representing her father
and mother.
Another former Anthony
lawyer, Terry Lenamon, said he
had no clue where she was
headed, and that probably only a
few people close to her knew.
"I wouldn't want anyone to
know," he said. "I think she
needs to go underground and 1
think she needs to spend some
time to get her life back together."
Anthony's July 5 acquittal
shocked and enraged many
around the country who had
been following the case since
Caylee's 2008 disappearance.
Anger has spilled onto social
media sites and elsewhere. Her
legal team said on Friday it had
received an emailed death threat
with a manipulated photo showing their client with a bullet hole
in her forehead.
Anthony did not report her
daughter's disappearance for a
month and was arrested after
telling a string of lies about the
case to police. Caylee's remains
were found in December 2008
near the home Casey Anthony
shared with her parents.
Prosecutors alleged that

Tea party ...
PAABC... •
From Front

From Front

753-1916
Subscribe Call
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Anthony suffocated her daughter with duct tape because motherhood interfered with her
desire for a carefree life, but her
lawyers said the girl drowned in
an accident that snowballed out
of control. Some of the jurors
who acquitted Anthony said
they believe she bears some
responsibility for her daughter's
death but that prosecutors failed
to prove that she murdered the
child.
Anthony had remained in jail
to finish a four-year sentence for
lying to investigators. With
credit for the nearly three years
she'd spent in jail since August
2008 and good behavior, she
had only days remaining when
she was sentenced July 7.
Her public vilification did not
ease with her release from jail.
"A baby killer was just set free!"
Bree Thornton, 39, shouted as
the SUV left the jail.
"She is safer in jail than she is
out here," said Mike Quiroz,
who drove from Miami to spend
his 22nd birthday outside the
jail. "She better watch her butt.
She is known all over the
world."
It won't be impossible for
Anthony to get a fresh start,
though it will be difficult, said
Los Angeles-based attorney
Thomas Mesereau. His clients
have included the late singer
Michael Jackson when he was
charged with child molestation
and actor Robert Blake when he
was charged with murdering his
wife.
accept
could
Anthony
requests for paid interviews, or
a benefactor may be able to help
her in the short term. Mesereau
said.

the PAABC filed 60 tax returns.
returning a total of $115,045 in
federal refunds, $9,405 in state
refunas and $41,516 in earned
income credits, Dail said. He
added that this number did not
include the mobile site or the
MSU site.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Radiology Associates of Murray wou
like to welcome Dr, Adam Lyles,
Radiologist, to our medical staff

any version of that," said Dick
Durbin of Illinois, the No. 2
Senate Democrat, on CBS'
"Face The Nation."
Public opinion polls show that
voters like the idea of a balanced budget, but the government faces such massive budget
gaps — it now borrows more
than 40 cents of every dollar it
spends — that the cuts required
to eliminate the deficit were too
draconian for even the GOPdominated House to endorse
balancing the budget anytime
soon. The House Republican
budget still leaves deficits in the
$400 billion range after 10
years.
The immediate issue is allowing the government to continue
to borrow from investors and
foreign countries like China to
pay its bills — which include a
$23 billion batch of Social
Security checks set to go out the
day after an Aug. 2 deadline to
avoid default. With the deadline

just over two weeks away and
with a recent round of White
House talks failing to generate a
breakthrough, Sen. Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky., the cagey
leader of his party in the Senate,
has proposed a plan that would
allow Obama to automatically
win a large enough increase in
the debt to keep the government
afloat until 2013 unless both
House and Senate override him
by veto-proof margins.
McConnell's plan has political
advantages but has come untie'
assault from many conservatives eager to take advantage of
the current opportunity to use
the need to lift the debt ceiling
to force deficit cuts now. But
Republicans refuse to considet
any tax revenue increases
demanded by Obama and
Democrats to balance any budget package, and Democrats
won't go along with significant
cuts to benefits programs like
Medicare and Medicaid unless
tax increases on the wealthy are
a part of the package.

•Mother...

Dr. Lyles graduated Summa Cum 1.au
from Murray State University with a

From Front

Bachelor of Science degree in Biology

done to protect Amanda from
this? Only an abundance of
God's grace has brought me to
accept that I cannot change what
has happened," Ross said.
In her first public comment
since Nunn pleaded guilty, she
said her faith requires her to forgive him.
"My faith compels me to forgive Steve Nunn. Refusal to do
so would harm only me," she
wrote.
"My forgiveness does not
excuse Steve Nunn from

and Chemistry. He then completed his
medical degree and residency program
at the University of Kentucky. where he
graduated "With High Distinction".
Dr. Lyles and his wife, Dr. Julia Lyles,
have recently relocated to the area.
We're pleased that Dr. Lyles has
joined Radiology Associates of Murray,
and were sure when you meet him

accountability to the laws of
man or God's law," she said.
"The ultimate judgment of
Steve Nunn for the murder of
Amanda is not in my hands or
the hands of this court. It is in
God's hands."
Neither Larson nor Nunn's
attorney, Warren Scoville of
London, returned messages left
at their homes Friday night.
Dale Emmons, a friend of the
Ross family, told the newspaper
that Ross delivered her comments to Larson's office and
asked that they be filed with the
court.
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GOSPEL MEETING
July 17th - 20th
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL WELCOMES ADAM LYLES. M.D.

ANTIOCH CHURCH
OF CHRIST

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE & RESIDENCY
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON,KEN-RICKY

RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF MURRAY
300 South 8'h Street. Suite 279 West

eimo.IIONNO.00
Iii••••••••••••

Murrav, KY 42071

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Sunday through V4ednesday

270.759.1805

Speaker — Josh Herndon
Minister at Union Hill church of Christ

SUNDAY MORNING SERVICES:
Bible Study — 9:00• Preaching — 10:00
Meal after morning service

Evening Services — 7:00
EVERYONE IS INVITED TO ATTEND THE SERVICES.
For more information, call (270) 345-3151 or (270) 328-8247
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Missing Tenn. woman's photo
on new trucking decal
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ANGIE HATTU, Ledger 8. Times
KNITTING LESSON: Trudy McFarlane, standing left, teaches a group of Governor's Scholars Program students to knit a
bracelet at a class Saturday at Red Bug on 3rd in Murray. The students are part of a fiber arts club in GSP.

Student loan default rate raises concern
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
never started - giving the school
When Donald and Stacey Lee one of the state's highest default
quit school last year, they had rates, according to data from the
racked up about $70,000 in fed- U.S. Department of Education.
erally insured student loans
while - attending private. forOf the 81 Kentucky schools
profit Daymar College's campus eligible for federal student loan
in Paducah, where they live.
programs, 35 showed a threeHe enrolled for a two-year year default rate for 2008 that
degree in criminal justice. was higher than the national
though a felony conviction on average of 13.8 percent, the
his record means getting a law Lexington newspaper reported,
enforcement. job is next to citing federal data.
impossible. She studied to be a
The state's worst default rates
medical office assistant, also a are found at private, for-profit
two-year-degree.
"career colleges" and several
They quit because of day care campuses of the Kentucky
problems with their son and Community and Technical
defaulted on the loans.
College System. the Lexington
Donald Lee. 41. said Daymar Herald-Leader reports.
• financial aid officials "signed us
For-profit schools tend to cost
up" for the loans and controlled more than taxpayer-supported
access to the accounts.
community colleges and put stu"It's an awful lot of money for dents deeper in debt.
just two years at this little
Daymar College charged
school," Lee told the Lexington $34,084 last year for tuition,
Herald-Leader as he prepared to fees, books and supplies for a
start another shift washing dish- student wanting to become a
es at a Chinese restaurant. medical office assistant, a popu"When the loan papers came in, lar major. That's more than the
they just handed them to us, told job pays in a year. A Kentuckian
us to sign them and took them in that job gets an average salary
back. We never saw them of $28,(8)0. according to the
again."
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
At Daymar's Paducah campus.
By contrast, the average net
one in three students whose first price for all students at the compayments on federal student munity college in Maysville.
loans came due in 2008 default- which has a three-year default
ed during the next three years - rate of 29 percent, was $5,255.
meaning they stopped paying or
Still, community college offi-

Police seek western Ky.
man indicted in 2002 death
CADIZ, Ky.(AP) - Kentucky
State Police are trying to find a
western Kentucky man accused
of murder in a 2002 slaying.
Police said a warrant was
issued Friday for 34-year-old
Claude Russell of Trigg County,
who was indicted by a grand
jury this week.

in hopes of improving their job
prospects, said state Rep.
Reginald Meeks,D-Louisville, a
member of the House Education
Committee,
However, many end up saddled with unrecoverable debt.
leaving them and taxpayers on
the hook. Meeks said. Kentucky
college students graduated in
2009 with an average educationrelated debt of $19,112. according to federal data.
"There is a tremendous desire
by Kentuckians to better themselves, which is good," Meeks
said. "But for a lot of people
who start down this road to a
better job. a better life, it leads to
a dead end because there's not
enough people trying to protect
them from entities who might
not have their best interests at
heart."

idea tor the trucking camp:Iwo
came when a Facebook frietid
of his called him and said site
had a dream about putting
Bobo's picture on trucks traveling across the nation.
;
"All it takes is one picture:..
Hinson said.
Wednesday marked three
months since Bobo disappearei.
Her father. Dana Bobo. says de
has not given up hope of finch*
his daughter.
While official searches hatie
ended, the community's interrist
hasn't waned. Flyers are seI
stamped to Decatur Comity
buildings, signs of prayer 4.1
hope are still posted. and billions. T-shirts and looped piUk
ribbons are still being worn.
D'Lynn Burton, a Bolo
neighbor, encouraged donations
and support at Tuesday's press
conference. She and othar
speakers stood below a dec41
picture of Bobo with link
makeup on. her hair pulled up in
•
a ponytail,
4
"We just wanted her naturill
face and her look out there for
everybody to see." Burton said.

Urgent news for DIABETICS with

BLADDER CANCER
The diabetes drug, ACTOS., has been linked to an increased
risk of bladder cancer. If you or a loved one has been
diagnosed with bladder cancer after taking ACTOS.,
ACTOplus met., ACTOplus MET XR or duetact , call us now
at 1-800-THE-EAGLE about monetary compensation. No
fees or costs until your case settles. We practice law only in
Arizona, but associate with lawyers throughout the U.S.,
GOLDBEH(; & OSBORNE
I -800-TI1E-EAGLE
11-800-843-3245)
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VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
dt

Grace Baptist Church
617 South 9th St.

July 18 - 22
6:00 - 8:30 p.m.

Nationwide.
But still very, very local.
Now servicing Murray and surrounding areas.

Kim Homra Insurance Agency
Kim Homra
kim(A:khomrainsurance.com
2715 Olivet Church Road
Pa'ducah, KY 42001
(270) 554-1697

Nationwide
On Your Side
Auto Home Life Business
Bible Stories. Crafts, Music, Snacks, Games & more
Ages: Babies - 8th grade
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For information or transportation call: 753-7599

Russell is charged in the death
33-year-old
Chantell
of
Humphries, who was found
shot to death in a pasture outside of Cadiz in June 2002.
Police said Russell is believed
to still be in the area of Cadiz
and Trigg County.

HEARING AID SALE!
CUSTOM FITTED
Digital In-the-Ear
HeritageBank
personal orfree business
checking account! Then OPEN
your new grab-and-go cooler*
for some summerfun!
afire

Reg. $1,295.00

Sale Price $895.00
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oak say they take the problem
seriously. Gloria McCall, vice
chancellor of student affairs for
the system, said community colleges are studying their threeyear default rates, which were
made available this ,year for the
first time, and discussing the
possible causes.
"We have plans to help schools
improve." McCall said.
Daymar College, which is
being sued in U.S. District Court
by more than 140 current and
former students who allege they
were cheated out of educations
they paid for,did not return several calls seeking comment.
Donald and Stacey Lee are
among the plaintiffs.
Critics say someone in
Kentucky needs to investigate
student loan defaults.
High unemployment is driving
more people to return to school

JACKSON, Term. (API Holly Bobo's family and friends
have started a new campaign in
their search for the missing
Tennessee woman that includes
a trucking decal with a photo of
her face on it.
A group of Bobo's nursing
school classmates joined her
friends and relatives in launching the Holly Bobo Across
America Campaign on Tuesday,
in an effort to promote more
searches for the 20-year-old
woman, The Jackson Sun
reported.
Bobo vanished April 13 from
her home in Parsons, about 1(X)
miles northeast of Memphis.
She was last seen being led into
woods outside her home by a
man dressed in full hunting
camouflage.
The $25.50 trucking decals
are being sold across the country. Organizers have already
sold 120 decals to 104 different.
trucking companies to display
on their trucks.
Steve Hinson, owner of
Amerawear Corporation, said
his company sold t-shirts to help
support the family. He said the

Professionals
Available For You!
Call Today
270-753-8055
or Call Toll Free
1-800-949-5728

'Available in blue or orange!
One bag per account opened

Maybe fun isn't often associated with banking. bin when you open afire personal or

fire business checking account at Heritage Bank, you can get a 'head start on your
summer fun! When you open afire I leritage Bank checking account, well give you
this handy grab-and-go cooler FREE! We'll also give you great products and exceptional
service!'Cause we're more than a kink, we're your neighbor!
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Obituaries
Becky M. Brummite
Becky N1 Bruninute. i. ot Nashville. Tenn., died Friday. July IS,
2011, at Skyline Medical Center in Nashville, Tenn.
She was preceded in death by daughter Denna Renna Brummite.
She is survived by husband Larry Brununite of Nashville, Tenn.,
daughter Lesha Brununite of Nashville, Tenn., brothers Ray Collins
of Fairdealing. Ky., and Jake Collins of Hardin. Ky., sisters Trudy
Scott of Benton, Ky.. and Trena Smith of Hardin, Ky. •
Funeral services will be held on Tuesday. July 19, at lp.m. at
Collier Funeral Chapel with Jerry Johnston and Lexie B. Ray officiating. Burial will follow at Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be today, Monday. July 18, from 5 -8 p.m. at
Collier Funeral Home.
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lma Outland
Graveyard services were held Sunday for Ima D. Outland, 85, of
Murray at Murray City Cemetery.
Outland died Friday. July IS. 2011. at Lourdes Hospital.
She is preceded in death by her husband, Mason Outland; her parents. Newt and Flora Patterson Schroader; three brothers, Eunice
Schroader, J.D. Schroader and Almon Schroader; and two sisters,
Neva Thompson and Edith Dowdy McKinney.
She is survived by several nieces and nephews. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com. Arrangements were
handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home and Crematory.

Tassanilla `Tass' Hopson
Funeral services for Tassanilla "Tass" Hopson, 88, of Murray.
were held Sunday at Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Hopson was
buried in Evans Cemetery.
Hopson died Thursday. July 14, 2011, at his
home. Born Aug. 26, 1922 in Calloway County, he
retired as a United States Air Force Pilot in 1968.
He was a member of Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church in Murray.
Preceding in death were his wife. Rose
Antionette (Toni); a son, Tass Hopson; parents,
flood and Mellie Witty Hopson;two brothers. John
fhomas Hopson and Gill Gibson Hopson; and two
Hopson
:Asters, Rosetta Outland and Mary Elizabeth
Moore. He is survived by a son. Gil Hopson of
Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of
contributions to The Alzheimer's Association
Greater Kentucky and Southern -Indiana Chapter. Kaden Tower,
6100 Dutclunans LN STE 401, Louisville, KY 42025-3284. Online
condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com. Arrangements
were handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Ex-Murdoch aide
arrested in scandal
LONDON (AP)-An intensi- with his papers for years.
fying voicemail hacking and
Brooks, the ultimate social
police bribery scandal cut closer and political insider, dined at
than ever to Rupert Murdoch Christmas with Prime Minister
and Scotland Yard on Sunday David
Cameron.
His
with the arrest of the media Conservative-led government is
magnate's former British news- now facing increasing questions
paper chief and the resignation about its relationship with
of London's police commission- Murdoch's media empire.
er.
The arrest of the 43-year-old
Though the former executive, Brooks, often described as a
Rebekah Brooks, and the police surrogate daughter to the 80chief, Paul Stephenson, have year-old Murdoch, brought the
denied wrongdoing, both devel- British police investigations
opments are ominous not only into the media baron's inner cirfor Murdoch's News Corp., but cle for the first time. She was
for a British power structure that questioned and released on bail
nurtured a cozy relationship some 12 hours later.
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ing out for ordinary people in
our financial system." Obama
said in a statement.
Cordray would have to be confirmed by the Senate. Warren,
who is considered the architect
of the consumer bureau, faced
opposition in the Senate and
would have had a difficult time
wining confirmation.
Cordray. 52, is considered a
Warren ally and has been working with her as director of
enforcement for the agency.
The appointment was first
reported by the Columbus
Dispatch.
Republicans fought fiercely
against the creation of the
bureau last - year and have been
trying to place restrictions on
the agency. In May, all Senate
Republicans joined in a letter to
Obama threatening to withhold
their support for any nominee to
the position if the White House
didn't seek significant changes
to the agency.
Among the changes would be
to replace a single director with
a board and to make the
bureau's finances subject to
congressional approval.
"The White House has not yet

addressed the need to bring
accountability and transparency
to the bureau." Don Stewart, a
spokesman
for
Senate
Republican
leader
Mitch
McConnell, said Sunday.
The Progressive Change
Campaign Committee, which
had backed Warren, issued a
statement supporting Cordray.
"With her track record of
standing up to Wall Street and
fighting
for
consumers,
Elizabeth Warren was the best
qualified to lead this bureau that
she conceived -and we imagine Richard Cordray would
agree." said the committee's cofounder, Stephanie Taylor."That
said. Rich Cordray has been a
strong ally of Elizabeth
Warren's and we hope he will
continue her legacy of holding
Wall Street accountable."
But consumer advocate and
one-time presidential candidate
Ralph Nader called bypassing
Warren "an act of political cowardliness.by President Obama."
"Elizabeth Warren apparently
is just Rio good. too smart, too
able to arouse the just concerns
of millions of American families
over the need to put the law-

and-order wood to the corporate
criminals, defrauders and reckless speculators," Nader said.
Though Democrats control the
Senate. Republicans could block
the appointment through a filibuster.
In pushing for changes in
financial regulations last year,
Obama focused on the popular
appeal of a consumer bureau,
which he had proposed as an
independent agency. It was during that debate that Obama
referred to bankers as."fat cats,"
a characterization he has since
abandoned.The regulatory overhaul was a response to the financial crisis of 2008 that helped
plunge the country into a recession.
In a compromise, the consumer agency was placed within,
the Federal Reserve, but will act
autonompusly from the central
bank.
In his statement, Mama
thanked Warren "for her many
years of impassioned leadership, and her fierce defense of a
simple idea: ordinary people
deserve to be treated fairly and
honestly in their financial dealings."

Perry's credentials conservative in GOP
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) Should Rick Perry conclude that
voter discontent has left him an
opening to enter the presidential
race, the longtime Texas governor would be among the GOP
field's most conservative candidates.
Primary voters would get a
skilled politician with TV
anchorman looks, a Southern
preacher's oratory and a cowboy's swagger. matched by a
disarming candor and sense of
humor. The former cotton
farmer from the village of Paint
Creek in West Texas has never
lost an election in nearly three
decades as a politician.
What they wouldn't 'get is a

candidate whose politics are
positioned to unite a Republican
electorate that stretches frdm
moderate pro-business fiscal
conservatives to evangelical
social conservatives, with the
tea party falling somewhere
along the spectrum.
"Texans, God love them, have
that bigger-than-life persona
about politics and that doesn't
necessarily play everywhere."
said Christopher Nicholas, a
Republican political consultant
who has worked extensively in
the Northeast and Midwest. "I
haven't heard a lot of
Republicans call Social Security
a disease."
Perry has. He branded Social
Security and other New Deal
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programs "the second big step
in the march of socialism,"
according to a book published
last year. The "first step" was a
national income tax, which he
has said stands alongside the
direct election of U.S. senators
as a major mistake among the
amendments to the U.S.
Constitution.
In the just-completed Texas
legislative session, Perry's
"emergency items" included
laws that require a photo ID in
order to vote,a sonogram before
a woman had an abortion and
enforcement of federal immigration laws by local police.
He rejects the idea of global
warming and the theory of evolution, arguing for natural cli-

mate variations and intelligent
design of the universe.
In fact, he said last year when
promoting his book, "Fed Up:
Our Fight to Save America
From Washington," which was a
state's rights treatise that railed
against the federal government.
that he's too conservative to run
for national office.
"The best concrete evidence
that I'm really not running for
president is this book, because
when you read this book, you're
going to see me talking about
issues that for someone running
for public office, it's kind of
been the third rail if you will,"
Perry told The Associated Press
shortly after winning re-election
in 2010.
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WASHINGTON (AP) President
Barack
Obama
intends to 'nominate former
Ohio Attorney General Richard
Cordray to lead a new consumer
financial protection bureau that
was a central feature of a law
that overhauled banking regulations.
Obama plans to announce the
nomination
formally
on
Monday. the White House said
in a statement Sunday.
In choosing Cordray. Obama
bypassed Elizabeth Warren. a
favorite of consumer groups,
who has been assembling the
agency as a special adviser to
the White House and to
Treasury Secretary Timothy
Geithner.
The agency will officially
begin its oversight and regulatory work on July 21. Its role is to
be a government watchdog over
mortgages, credit cards and
other forms of lending.
"Richard Cordray has spent
his career advocating for middle-class families, from his
tenure as Ohio's attorney general, to his most recent role as
heading up the enforcement
division at the CFPB and look-
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Josh McKee!, Calloway County Schools Head Football Coach, right, helps a student register for a sports physical at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Seventh- 12th grade students from both school districts packed the Endoscopy Waiting Room at
the hospital Saturday morning for the second round of physicals.
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Senior Citizens Center
to host health fair Thursday

Datebook
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

Choate earns
veterinary degree

The Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Center,607 Poplar Street, is hosting
a free health fair Thursday, July 21, from 811 a.m. in the gym. Free screening, information booths, prescription brown bag service
and a variety of giveaways will be available.
Those who will have blood drawn should not
eat or drink before the fair. CC-ASAP and
the Sheriff's Office will have a collection for
any expired or unused prescription or overthe-counter medications during the Health
Fair. For more information about the health
fair, call Teri Cobb at 753-0929.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Times
at Mu rrayg Room at

dger &

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday, July 19, from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Visitors are welcome. For information, call Sheila at 227-1723.

AARP Murray Chapter will meet

lCy

The AARP Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter will meet Tuesday.
July 19, at 11:30 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens
Center for lunch. Meeting will begin at noon.
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The Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday. July 19, at The Apple
from II a.m. to noon.
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GRANDPARENT ESSAY WINNER: The Calloway County
Retired Teachers met June 13 at the Murray Woman's Club
House. Pictured are special guests Melissa, Phoebe and
Tommy Shown. Phoebe was the first place winner of the
Grandparent Essay Contest in Calloway County. She shared
her winning essay about her late grandmother, Margery
Shown, with the retired teachers.

Veterans assistance available

Special to the Ledger
AUBURN, Ala. - Johanna
Penick Choate of Kirksey
recently earned a doctor of veterinary medicine degree from
Auburn University's College of
Veterinary Medicine as a member of the class of 2011.
Choate earned an agriculture
degree from Murray State
University in 2008 and she is a
2004 graduate of Christian
Fellowship School. She is the
recipient of the Jackson
Purchase Veterinary Medical
Association Scholarship. Her
parents are Kevin and Beth
Penick of Kirksey.
"Our graduates are valued
worldwide for their clinical
training and hands-on experience prior to graduation," Said
Timothy Boosinger, dean of the
college. "We are proud of the
class of 2011 and we look forward to their future success as
they begin their careers as veterinarians."
The veterinary program at

Ron McClure will be in Mayfield on Tuesday and Wednesday.
July 19-20. at the VA Clinic, 1253 Paris Rd., Mayfield from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. Veterans and their families will be provided counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits. This is
a free service provided by the state of Kentucky. For information,
contact Regional Field Rep. Ron McClure at (270) 247-2455.

Auburn University is the oldest
in the South and has been a continuous program since 1892.
More than 6,250 doctors of veterinary medicine have graduated
since the first degrees were officially awarded in 1909.

Ladies of the
Oaks

Need Line seek children's program items
Need Line is seeking items for the Backpack Children's Food
Program. Items needed include gallon-size Ziploc bags or lunchsize brown paper bags; individual size 100 percent juice boxes; fruit
cups or applesauce cups; eight ounce size shelf-stable milk; cereal
boxes (individual serving size); Poptarts; peanut butter crackers or
cheese crackers; cereal bars. These items may be taken to the Need
Line building at 638 South Fourth St., Murray, between 10 a.m. and
4 p.m.. Monday through Friday. Need Line is an United Way
Agency. For information, call 753-6333.

Quilt Lovers meeting Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday. July 19,at 6 p.m. at the
First Presbyterian Church of Murray, 1601 Main Street. This is the
annual salad and dessert meeting. Members are asked to bring either
a salad or dessert. Members should enter the church from the south
entrance next to the parking lot.

Johanna Penick Choate

Photo provided
HOME DEPARTMENT MEETING: The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club met
May 19 at Dumplin's. Pictured seated,from left, are Bobby Waters, Margaret Taylor and Rose
Whitt. Standing, from left, are Joyce Morrison, Jackie Helm, Judy Beauchamp, Louise Pool,
Lillian Robertson, Sandra Opperman and Judy Stahler.

The ladies of the Oaks
Country Club held their regular
golf play Wednesday, July 13,
with Melva Hatcher as hostess
announcing the following winners:
First Place - Judy Hooper.
Melva
Hatcher,
Carolyn
Hargrove and Edwina Bucy.
won on a countback.
Second Place - Delana
McCuiston, Diana Cothran and
Kitty Steele. An extra shot was
taken.
The ladies will play golf again
Wednesday. July 20, at 9 a.m.
with Edwina Bucy as hostess.
All members are encouraged to
attend. It is not necessary to sign
up. Pairings will be made at the
tee.

Murray Middle SBDM Council will meet
The Murray Middle School Base Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday, July 19. at 4 p.m. in the Media Center. All interested
are invited.

Murray Elementary SBDM will meet
The Murray Elementary School Base Decision Making Council
will meet Tuesday. July 19, at 5 p.m. in the conference room of the
schoolrAll interested person are invited.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The North Pleasant Grove Cemetery is in need of donations to
help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Margaret
Boyd, 22(X) Erwin Road, Murray, KY 42071.

Red Cross collecting clothing for fire victims
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross is collecting clothing items to assist victims of a recent fire. Clothing
sizes include: Pants - ladies 12, mens 31x30, junior girls 5, boys
10/12; Shirts - ladies Small and Large, mens Small or Medium, boys
14/16; Shoes - ladies 7 and 9.5, mens 8. boys 5.5 or mens 6. Items
may be delivered to the Red Cross office at 607 Poplar Street,
Murray. For more information, call the office at 753-1421.

Senior pick up food day to be held
The senior (CSFP) pick up food day will be Thursday. July 21,
from 10:30 a.m. to noon.

MHS Class of 1991 holds reunion
The Murray High School Class of 1991 will hold a reunion on
Saturday. July 23. at 6 p.m. at Murray High School. Dinner is available for $12 per person. For children age 8 and under, price is $6.
All 1991 alumni,family and guests are welcome. For more information or to make reservations,with number attending, contact Andrea
(Rose) Picemo at(904)821-9524 or rapicemo@comcastnet.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
The ladies of Murray Country
Club played regular golf on
Wednesday, July 13, with Ann
Stanley, hostess, announcing the
following results:
Championship Flight: First
Place - Betty Jo Purdom:
Second Place - Linda Burgess:
Low Putts - Jennifer Crouse.
First Right: First Place - Amy
McDowell; Second Place Bobby Lee: Low Putts - Vickie
Baker.
Second Flight: First Place
Valerie Heath; Second Place
Marcia Beam; Low Putts
Barbara Gray.
9 Holers: First Place - Cheryl
Pittman; Low Putts - Judy
Muehleman.
Judy Muehleman had a chip
in.
The ladies will participate in
Medal Play on Tuesday. July 19.
Tee times will be as follows:
8:30 a.m. - Betty Jo Purdom. Ve
Sevems., Linda Burgess and
Jennifer Crouse; 8:45 a.m. Vickie Baker, Bobby Lee and
Marcia Beam.
The top four scorers from
Tuesday play will tee off at 8:30
a.m. Wednesday. July 20. followed by the second group at

8:45 a.m. All remaining players.
18 and 9 Holers, will be paired
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Blood drive to be Friday
The American Red Cross will host a blood drive Friday. July 22.
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Murray State University's Curtis Center.
located on Chestnut Street, Murray. There is a need for Type 0
blood, especially 0-negative.

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler

KSP accepting applications for cadet class
• The Kentucky State Police is now accepting applications for its
next cadet class. Interested applicants should visit the KSP website
at www.kentuckystatepolice.org and click on the Career
Opportunities, Recruitment Home and How To Become A Kentucky
State Trooper links. Information includes an outline of the application process. a list of minimum requirements and disqualifications,
a downloadable application form with a list of supporting documents required. and downloadable study guide for the.written test.
Local testing date is Oct. 22, at 9 a.m. at Murray State University.
Application deadline is Oct. 14. For more information, call (866)
360-3165.

at the tee with play beginning at
9 a.m.
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Since were back from our
camping trip, this week we went to
our own Adult Vacation Bible
School. We had the "Big Apple
Adventure" just like some of the
churches did this year. Jenise has
been an excellent teacher and we
have all discovered that you're
never too old to learn. It has been
really fun and has brought back
lots of great memories from when
we were in Bible School as children. We remember Bible School
being very hot, drinking koolaid
and eating cookies on our break..
and doing crafts. Back in our day,
we had commencement on Sunday
night where we presented a program for our parents and received
our certificates. We recited scripture verses and sang new Bible
songs that we had learned during
the week. It was always a big deal
if you were selected to march in
carrying the flags or the Bible.
This week we didn't do any
marching with our Bible. but I
think we've had just as much fun.
On Friday. we had our Bible
School picnic and played games
that we had looked forward to all
week. Bro. Jim Stahler and Oneida
White were our special guests during our Bible School and Laura
Vinson presented special music for
us on Tuesday night. We appreciate them helping to make our
Bible School a success.
We also enjoyed taking a ride
this week to Mayfield. It was nice
to sit back and enjoy the scenery in
a nice cool van.
We are continuing to shoot pictures for our 2012 calendar. Only
two pictures left to shoot. We have
had such a good time making it
and are already looking forward to
seeing the final product.
Our birthday this week is
Martha Farris. Happy Birthday to
you and many more'

...Nothing else looks orfeels
like home but we come close
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone:(270)7594700 • 1-808431-5014
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490

NO
MOT
We

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
020

060
Help Wanted

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Billboard
for
rent
between Hazel and
Murray. $200 00/mo
270-492-8211

The Hazel Churc
Of Christ!
Its A Nice
Place To Be!
519-8372

aA rsepeycoiva ID lEavIle killirogr
need a place to
meet?
,
• Kent the
• Woodmen of
The World Hall
(270) 753-4377- Pay
12101492-1105- Niglii
050
Lost and Found

LOST 3YR old Jack
Russel/Feist.
Black/tan,
approx.
12Ibs or less. Answers
to Sally. Missing from
4753 State Rt 94 W.
759-1196. 227-7420,
978-9485
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
LOST: Chocolate Lab
with white spot on
chest.
Last
seen
Kirksey area. Has fluorescent orange collar.
293-6073.
MY name is Bitty, I was
lost around Hardin
Baptist Church area.
I'm a black & white Rat
Terrier and I have a disfigured ear. If you see
me please call my family, they miss me very
much. Small reward
offered for safe return
Matt 270-873-7615
Anthony or Kathy
270-530-0006.
060
Help Wanted
DAYS Inn Now hiring
all housekeeping positions. Apply in person
8:00 am.- 3:00 p.m.
517 S. 12th Street.
PRACTICAL Dental
Assisting Registration
is now open. Class
begins on Sept. 10,
2011. Classes are
scheduled on
Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present iob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Information and
Registration forms
available at
www.bohledental.com
or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is limited
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202
Local business is
seeking qualified individuals for a sales
clerk and office position, Must have positive attitude and strong
communication skills.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-M, Murray,
KY.

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.coni
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
FULL-TIME cake decorator & full-time cook
needed. Experienced
preferred. Apply in person at Food Giant in
Murray.
insurance
LOCAL
agency looking for customer service representative. Competitive
pay
and
benefits.
Salary based upon
Send
experience.
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-A. Murray, KY.
LPN 2P-10P MON..
TUES.. AND WEDS.
10p-6a. Thur & Fri.
Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
PART-TIME
maintenance position for busy
Murray apartment community. Prefer HVAC
certified. Apply at lyndweb.com.
Select
Murray location.

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to
PO Box 363
Murray. KY
42071
THE After Hours Call
Center for Rotech
Healthcare in Murray,
KY has an opening for
a full-time Respiratory
Clinician on the weekend and afternoon
shift. Applicants must
possess credentials as
a respiratory therapist
(CRT or RRT) or nurse
(RN or LPN). Please
notify us of your interest by emailing us at
ioshua.young@rotech.
corn or you can stop
into our facility to complete an application. MF 8am-5pm, at 120
Max Hurt Drive Murray.
KY 42071. We are
EOEJAA/MFD V.
090
Domestic 4 Chikkin

MRS. Glenda from
Appletree has an opening in her home to care
for your child. Ages
lyr.
newborn
to
Weekdays only. Over
40 years of experience.
753-2830
Renee's Cleaning
Service- One owner,
one employee. Weekly
or bi-weekly cleaning.
270-752-0105
The Place to
Start . Murray
Ledger & (Imes
(270)753-1 916

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Old Carey Moro
Hiring tcr all positions.
Must be availa bl e t o work
nights &weekends.
Apply in person at Cracker Barrei .

Lake Way Nursing & Rehab Center now has
Iwo full-time housekeeping/laundry positions
Must be able to work days, afternoons and
weekends. Apply in person at Lake Way
Nursing & Rehab Center 2607 Main Street
Benton. KY No phone calls please EOEJAAE
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIOUES, Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
Band sawn cypress
lumber. 1x4 through
1x12, 8' long through
16' long. KT&L Timber
company. Greenfield,
TN. 731-235-3858
office.
731-571-3499 cell
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
at
has
bargains
Trends-N-Treasures.
Buy/appraise
coins.
270-753-4161
Hardwood slabs for
sale
150 bundles
517 per bundle
270-350-0401
%me. teolumberco co
MUST SELL!
2 dressers, 2 chairs
(blue), upright freezer
call 227-8721 after
5 p.m. if interested.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

(270) 753-1713
270
llobile Homes For Sale
2001 16x60 Fleetwood
28R, 1BA. Must be
moved. Call 293-0620
2006 Clayton 16x80,
3BR, 2BA, vinyl siding.
Like new.
270-489-2525
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1BR, price reduced.
locations.
various
Coleman RE
753-9898
1 BR. IBA Apt. starting
at $295,00. 2BR, 1BA
Townhouse starting at
$475.00. Call Hamlet
North Apartments
270-753-7559

320
Apartments For Rent
1st Full Mo. Rent Free

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
I BR & 2EIR Ape.
270-753-8556
Tun 1-800-545.1833
Ext. 283 6
J
Equal opportunity

Cr

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905

NEW apartment in
Hazel.
$550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NICE 2BR Duplex
stove, refrigerator. No
pets. 227-7414.
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday, .
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Quiet apartment in
Lynn Grove area. All
utilities paid $600/mo
plus deposit.
270-492-8211
340
Rouses For Rent
2 Bedrooms, unfurn
city schools, stove
fridge, washer, dryer
air
conditioners
Cardinal Dnve, Annual
lease $500, Tel.
270-873-4791
2BR house Southwest
of Murray. No pets.
References required.
$425.00/mo+deposit.
270-435-4226
3 Bedrooms, 2 Bath,
unfurn, city schools,
central heat & air,
stove, fridge, dishwasher. W/D hookup,
2-car
garage, big
fenced
back yard.
Melrose Dnve. Annual
lease $875. Tel.
270-873-4791.
1BA,
brick,
3BR,
C/H/A, stove, ref., W/D,
water & trash pick-up
paid. Very nice country
setting 1Yr lease. No
pets. Must have references $600/mo plus
deposit. Call for an
aPP1Beverly Lemons
293-4304

INSURANCE
Lou V. MeGary

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Does YOur Policy Pay 100', ol
the Deductibles?

Avoid inflationary cost.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $1,024 on Part A. $135 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Irrevocable Medicaid

Approved

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Terry /saws/Karen Isaacs, Owner.:

OF MURRAY, KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

1850 St. At. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

753-9224
PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Call Ashley Morris or
Natasha Hutson at
753-1916
and place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week 2x1
$6.00 a week
13 week contract
Runs on Monday

if you've got it, we can store it
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St.
Lights. Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF
5000
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211

460
Homes For Sale
Beautiful brick home.
2.000sqft. 3BR. 2BA, 2
car garage, carport.
3acres, lake. 4MI to
Murray. 5249.000.00.
731-247-6193
New 2-4

Spacious office or

.4/ore your.4.
9

Bedroom homes in

retail business for
rent. Excellent
location with
ample parking
Adjacent to 4th

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 2417 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

Ftiverfield Estates.

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Street courthouse.
Call
270-978-7811

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853
380
Pets & Supplies

Murray I edger &

limes I.ur
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
,,biect to the Federal Fair
.-ing Act, which makes it
to adserthe any peterlimitation or di:cnmina-,,eed on race, color, reinhandicap, familial sir
..r national ongin, or intern
make any such prefer, limitations or discriminaaws forbid discnmination
ale, rental ix advertising
• estate based er taitors in
• on to those protected
Federal law
,• knowinglv accept an'.
•
for real estair which
in violation of the law- All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwelling,
. advertised are
available on ail equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising require\AA Ct)unsel
ments.
Rene P
'''tt MA-1000

390
Livestock & Supplies
to

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

1

440
Lots For Sale

Lot
for
Developers
come. Call
270-767-9948
270-293-9474

sale
wil

First Come
Forst Serve

Please
No Phone Calls

2005 Hyundai Sante
Fe LX. V-6. One owner.
well
maintained.
garage kept. Heated
leather seats, sunroof.
very good condition.
83,xxx miles. $10,800.
2 70 - 76 7 - 97 9 3
evenings.

BF
st
By HAF

SUBSCRIBE

Acreage

Real Estate

puppies.
CKC
wormed.
$400 00
- 8 1 03

Times

SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

WOW E
Rachel
Event h
WOW F

Sport Utility Vehicles

430

8wks.

Murray Ledger &

97 Yamaha Timberwolf
250. new tires, new
battery. Runs good.
Good shape. Call after
6pm. 731-382-3405

Associat

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.

BERMUDA Hay
sale
270-293-5381
270-435-4098

436-5141
ABLE HE'
out garac
junk & Irei

3BR, 2BA. 3 years old, beautiful
backyard, 1,800 sq.ft. Robinson Rd
S°49.900.
978-0177

71„,1somewhere /0

Shih-tzu
Male/female
shots,
$300.00 &
2 70 - 8 0 4
evenings

YO
CO
HE
ONL
A
CALL

GARLAND
RENTAL

METAL Building located 406 1/2 Sunberry
Circle, Murray. KY.
40x40, 12ft. walls, insulated,
gas
heats.
$300/mo. Call
270-436-2935.

Great Dane
$600.00 AKC
270-210-6067

270-753-2411

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

price; single pay or
payment plan.

Lock in

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

J&L RENTALS
MIN1-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
inner of 121 S. & Glendale.
10300 $25 10x15 $40
12701436-2524
12701293-6906

Boat clod.
4,500 lb
O.B.O. (2'
530

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

Commerical Prop. For Rent
LARGE 2BR, W/D, all
utilities, cable & Internet paid. Lease negotiable. Non-smoking.
No pets.
$525/mo + deposit
759-4335

96 TOY°
247k mile
due 249k
tery
Pri
Located
Calloway.
270-519-2
520

360
Storage Rentals

605 [South 12th St
in
AFFORDABLE
home daycare has
openings in a warm
and interactive environment. Located in Almo.
Owner holds a degree
in education. Six years
experience with dayhome.
care
in
References available.
Call 293-5212

340
Houses For Rent
3BR, 2BA all appli
ances. In Hazel, $525
plus deposit & references. no pets.
753-1059

DISCLAIMER

VISA

hollandm
270-

Check us out
on the Web!

Log home on 60
acres, wildlife,
pond. South Graves
Co. near Murray.
5189,000
270-293-7687

,crc-)•

subscribe to the

460
Homes For Sale
MI
3 Bedroom, 1Bath
Woodlawn Ave.
$650 @ month
Olive Branch Auction
Realty
270.293.3232
3BR, 28A. Remodeled
inside and out. Sits on
9 lots. Walking distance to KY. Lake. 550
New
Newman
Dr.
Concord, KY. Asking
$75,000.
270-436-5507
270-978-2105
3BR. 1.513A. appliances. new root, /new
hl/A unit, detached
garage. 811 N. 20th St.
293-1847, 435-4290

Find out what's
happening
this summer... I

KRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo.
$30.00
3
ma.
$30.00
6 mo.
$55.00
$55.00
1 yr.
$105.00 6 mo.
1 yr.
$105.00
Rest of KV/"I'N
Pur.ea

3 mo
6 mo
1 yr
I Cheek

$7030
$90.00
$120.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00

6 mo.
1 yr.

Money Order

$96.00
$145.00

Visa

Name _
I St. Address
City
I
•
I State

Zip

4BR, 2BA Brick home. I Daytime Ph.
garage
2
car
Mail this coupon with payment to
1700SCIFT. fenced-in
Murray Ledger & Times
yard, recently remodP.O. Box 1040
eled bathrooms and
Murray, KY 42071
kitchen, and new roof
Or call 1270) 753-1916
270-227-3731
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530
Services Offered

Z;
!7
1
(Jallirriorti Flii( tr,,il Crrntractors, LLC

Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore

INES

anie sgallintorecyahoo.eont
www.geelle.weebly.eom

— Fri. 10 a.m.
— Fri. 9 a.m.

(270) 759-0890

— Mon. 9 a.rn
— Mon. 12 p.m

530
Services Offered

Tue. 1orr

—

— Wed. 12 p.m.

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

— Thur. 12 on

We Finance

VISA

hollandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461

TOO

96 TOYOTA COROLLA
247k miles, oil change
due 249k, needs battery. Price $1,200.
Located
in
North
Calloway.
270-519-3147
520
Boats & Motors
Boat dock. 1 slip, with
4,500 lb lift. S8,000
O.B.O. (270)436-6126
530
Services Offered

70-753-2411

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7534916

7a1 Home
V 42071

riwrier,

rris or
n at

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
Junk & tree work.

today!
k 2x1

Carpet & Floor
Covering
You can count on the
most experienced
in nest Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728

Hit E ectric
Since 1986
Res.. Corn., & lnd.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE Local, Reliable.
and affordable. Free
estimates. 270-2937220
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
AFFORDABLE
APPLIANCE
REPAIR

Servicing Murray
& surrounding area
$40 Service Call
(270) 227-0826

753-9562
wwwhillelectric.coni
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
All Carpentry &
Handyman Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570

530
&MIMS Offered

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
FRAMES TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FREE
PICK UP

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pat ing. Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONS 'FRAN is
270-753-2279

FREE ESTIMATES

Ca H
CONTRACTING'
Construction
Roofing • Carpentry
Fencing • Decking
Landscaping
Design Installation
• Maintenance
Lic. & Ins.
FREE ESTIMATES

Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner
Greg Mansfield

(270) 293-8480
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured
Siliffiffj•••••••••100••••••••••11}IPRI•Vgl••••

PAINTER NEEDED?
30 yrs. experience
Interior/Exterior
No lob too big
or too small
1531 W. Broadway.
Mayfield. KY
270-247-7589
270-804-9155

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
MI Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270) 293-8686
HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reliable

& Dependable
Free Estimates
Free Stump Removal

Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044
LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates,
starting at 515
270-753-2405

, beautiful
obinson Rd

3

7
8
6
2

2
5
1 2

3
oft Utility Vehicles

Hyundai Sante
. V-6. One owner,
maintained.
e kept. Heated
f seats, sunroof.
good condition.
miles. $10,800.
- 76 7 - 979 3

)ut what's

Ipening
ummer...
I

'IMES

ical Mail

Services Clawed

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
$S We will save
YOU money $S
Free Estimates
References

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp
293-8814
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

$30.00
$55.00
S105.00

Other Mail
Useriptions

$75.00
$96.00
$145.00
M/C

rment to.

Imes
1

BP adopts new safety
standards for Gulf drilling

based on lessons learned front
the Deepwater Horizon disaster.
The cement and blowout preventer used with BP's well and
the oil spill response plan it
employed during the disaster all
came under fire in numerous
investigations of the disaster by
the government. Congress and
the companies involved.
New drilling rules have been
imposed, a high-tech system for
capping a blown-out well and
containing the oil has been built.
and regulators have taken steps
to ramp up oversight of the
industry.
But industry experts have
said that despite the extra measures taken by government and
industry since the Deepwater
Horizon explosion, they believe
another disaster could happen
again.
They have noted that the
effectiveness of the much-touted
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530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Vinyl siding
Wood siding
Brick • Concrete
Decks• Fence

*Asphalt Installation
*Seal coating &
striping

(270)227-6160

(270)759-0501

530
Services Offered
Mitchells Lawn &
Landscaping
Start to Finish
Tractor Work, Drive
Ways,Garden
Breaking, Bush
Hogging. New Lawn
Installation, & .

Mowing.
227.0906
Free Estim,ites

40 yrs. experience

WAYNE HIGGIN
BACKHOE SERVICE

All line ads placed in

• Septic Systems

*** A touch of cynicism will
take you far. A proposal that
seems unbeatable probably
Photo provided needs to be investigated with
WOW BAIL OUT: Woodmen of the World Murray Lodge 728 members presented a check to greater care and concern.
Rachel Brown, field representative, to bail her out of jail at the Muscular Dystrophy Charity Express your reticence in the
Event held recently at the Big Apple Café. Pictured from left are Sue Williams. Dot Bazzell, most effective way. You don't
want a strong reaction. Tonight:
WOW President Effie Kemp. Brown, Jean Novak, luta Hutson and Brooks Rose.
Listen to the whispers.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You have a lot to smile
about, but if you take someone
for granted, you could be witness
to a sore ego. Avoid a difficult situation, and deal with a money
issue head-on. You might be
right, but on the other hand.
another person could be out of
kilter, too. Tonight: Where your
friends are.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
engineers or an independent containment system has been *** You have a style or way
By HARRY R. WEBER
third-party monitor conduct lab questioned, and a design Haw in about you that sometimes
Associated Press
ATLANTA (AP) — A year testing of the ceme/nt used to the blowout preventers widely attracts a lot of compliments. Do
you cannot conafter it capped its out-of-control seal its deepwater wells. It will used across the industry has remember that
trol others, though you might
well in the Gulf of Mexico, oil provide the results to govern- been identified but not correctgive it a shot. Frustration is the
ed.
giant BP PLC said Friday it is ment officials.
only long-term outcome. Tonight:
In Washington. U.S. Rep. Till the wee hours.
—Require extra precautions
taking new steps to improve the
a CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Markey.
reliability of the cement used to be taken with blowout preven- Edward
seal its wells and the fail-safe ters used on rigs it leases to drill Massachusetts Democrat and **** If you are in the mood,
devices Used to. prevent its wells. The measures involve ranking member of the House venture in a new direction and
Natural have a longusing blowout preventers with Committee
on
blowouts.
Resources,
said
that
if
BP can overdue conversation. Explore
shearing
devices
that
extra
government
welThe U.S.
various options before commitcomed the- voluntary measures would cut through drill pipe and adopt voluntary safety standards ting to any path. More knowl.
required
event
of
a
that
go
a
bove
is
what
announced by the British firm seal a well in the
edge cannot hurl, and will only
by regulators. the rest of the oil create options and depth.
— which seemed to target short- mishap.
—Include in its oil spill and gas industry can, too.
comings addressed in several
Tonight: Return calls.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
investigations of the disaster — response plan information about
but also noted that it has already enhanced response measures

established what it believes are
strong safety and environmental
standards that all operators are
required to meet in order to
operate in deep waters.
Eleven men were killed when
the Deepwater Horizon rig
exploded off Louisiana on April
20, 2010, leading to the worst
offshore oil spill in U.S. history.
The well was capped on July 15,
2010. and permanently sealed
from the bottom two months
after that. The government estimates that some 206 million gallons of oil were released by BP's
Macondo well a mile beneath
the sea. Tens of billions of dollars have been spent or committed by BP on cleaning up the
devastation and compensating
victims.
BP said that with regard to its
drilling operations in the Gulf in
the future it will:
--B,equire that one of its
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ARIES (March 21-April 19)
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The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, 4Positive, 3-Average, 2-So-so, 1 Difficult
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday, July 19, 2011:
This year, tap into your creativity
more often. Detach, and you'll
see unusual pathways and
restrictions clear. Don't wonder:
rather, just explore. Travel and
education could play significant
roles. Some of you might publish
or become involved with a spiritual group. If you are single, you
will meet someone who elevates
your mind and soul. If you are
attached. the two of you finally
need to plan a long-coveted trip.
PISCES illuminates your day.
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in the empty squares so that each row, each column and e
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty R
ot the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

our paper are posted on

• Excavating
• Well Pumps

our website for free!

In Business since 1988

270-759-4685

Horoscope

ract
day
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Concepts SudoKu

(270)978-2623
6" Continuous Gutters

Sudoku is a numbt, ,
several given nurnbeib

SUDOKU

530

(270) 489-2839
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do It All,
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
or visit our i.vebsite
bentupkylake
remcpcteling.cixm
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by Jacqueline Bigar
**** Extend yourself in the
friendliest manner possible. You
need to understand your limits -where they end and where they
begin. If someone says "halt." it
is most likely because he or she
means just that. Tonight: The
only answer is "yes."
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Once more, continue letting others assume the role they
want. Understand what is going
on beyond the obvious. Refuse
to get caught up in a power play.
Don't allow people and/or a specific someone to push your buttons. Understand when enough
is enough. Tonight: Sort through
invitations.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** While others react to their
lives and issues, stay centered
knowing what has to be done.
This attitude will get you far, very
far. Realize what is going on with
someone at a distance. You
could be far more fiery and intimidating than you realize. Tonight:
Take in news.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** When used well, your
creativity solves issues, entices
others and sometimes provokes
a loved one. Be aware of this
tendency to cause unnecessary
problems. With the same creativity. you can prevent a problem.
Tonight: Relish the moment.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Your stability might be an

asset. You are trying to deal with
an issue involving home and
family that is difficult at best.
Stop wondering just how far you
can go -- find out. Self-discipline
proves to be necessary. Tonight.
You cannot prevent someone
from going up in smoke!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Use your strong sense
or ability to verbalize. Plug in
your energy. and focus it where it
can and will make . a difference.
Extremes mark your decisions.
Partners give you feedback
Tonight- You don't need to go far
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Your possessive side
emerges, allowing greater giveand-take. Your ability to examine
and touch base with real issues
comes into play. A child or loved
one is at best creating uproar.
Know when enough is enough
and say so. Tonight: Pay bills
first.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Focus on the positive.
knowing full well your attitude
could change the direction of a
major venture. Be willing to state
your feelings. Others have a
strong reaction, which you
shouldn't react to. Understand.
but don't play into it. Tonight: As
you like it.

BORN TODAY
Inventor of the Colt gun Samuel
Colt (1814

Retirement Solutions with a Personal Much
Let me assist you in all of your IRA.
Pension. 4011k) and Retirement needs.
Diana Thomason
Financial Consultant

270-761-4121
300 Maple St.• Murray
diana.thomasonOvintercarolma.net
Call today for your free consultation!
through Inicr.arolow
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Your Full Service
Primary Eyecare Provider
Vision insurance accepted & safety eyewear
provided for employees at:

Exhibitor..
Pella Corporation
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September 70 t% 11, 2011
Paris Lcmcling State Park
We have. 75'X 15'
spaces available
Contact 1:7otia or Sherry Blare*
(737)407-4482
or email:
eicsacisblairitkcocharter_iniet
Sponsored by
kiwanis Club ofParis Lakeway
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Call for yo r appointment today!

EYECARE
SPECIALTIES
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St.• Murray
(270) 759-2500
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Looking Back
Tea years ago
Because no replacement has been
found for Murray State University Dr. Kern Alexander, he has
agreed to continue serving as the
university's president until a
replacement can be found. Alexander was scheduled to retire June
30.
The roof of the home of Thomas
Warren. 261 Medye Lane. was
burned Sunday after a gas grill
on the back deck of the house
exploded.
Victoria Holton of Murray is
the recipient of the Jesse Stuart
Fellowship for 2001-02. The award
is valued at $5.000 for the year,
plus $1,000 per semester toward
in-state tuition.
Twenty years ago
In anticipation of recruiting new
physicians to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. construction is
underway on an addition to the
hospital's Medical Arts Building
West.
Eugene Holifield a Special
Olympics athlete from Murray.
will be departing from Bowman
Field in Louisville on July 19 to
compete in the Eighth International Summer Special Olympic
Games.
Calloway County residents join
Caldwell and Campbell counties
as guests for a "County Day" celebration at the Kentucky Horse Park
July 21.
Thirty years ago
Dr. James T. Long. an agricultural economist at Texas A&M
University since 1966, has repotted to Murray State University to
assume his new role as chairman
of the Department of Agriculture.
Ralph Riley, 'Route 2, Murray,
was the first local winner of the
Name Game contest held at
Druther's Restaurant. He was presented a $100 check.
It took about five gallons of
paint and 14 hours for a professional artist to repaint the statue
in front of the Murray Big John's.
Published is a picture of Oaks
Country Club member Jim Johnson who gave his pants cuffs an

Not-so-friendly facebook post
might prompt debtors to pay up

extra turn Friday after nearly two
inches of rain made play a little
DEAR ABBY: 1 loaned money
sloppy at the club course.
to a couple of family members
Forty years ago
when I was overseas. They had
The first on-campus senunar in
fallen behind on their bills, so I
the continuing education program
sent them each $1,000 to get
Nursing Home Administrators will
caught up.
be held July 19 to 23 at Murray'
It's two years later. and I have
State University.
yet to see a dime from either one
Navy Seaman Danny W. Paschall, of them.. I have sent them both
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0.
letters asking to have "some"
Paschall, Sr., was graduated from
money paid
Basic Submarine School at New
back;
both
London, Conn. .
sent
me
Johnny Quertermous. 20-yearexcuses about
old junior at Murray State Uniwhy
they
versity and member of the MSU
can't pay anyGolf Team, fired a three under
thing. Howpar 69 to win the annual men's
ever, on Facebook
inter-club medal play championship
they
write about
at the Calloway County Country
how
they
Club. He fired a one under par
went shop143 for the 36 hole event.
ping, joined a
Fifty years ago
By Abigail
gym and so
Lion Rob Huie will be host for
Van Buren
on. I feel I
the meeting of the Board of Direchave
been
tors of the Murray, Lions Club to
taken advantage of. What can I
be held tonight at the Murray
do to get this settled? -- TAKEN
Electric and Water System BuildADVANTAGE OF I
ing.
DEAR TAKEN ADVANTAGE
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
OF: Try this ... post on your
Order of the Eastern Star held an
Facebook page: 'It's funny what
initiation with the degrees of the
order being conferred upon Mr. short memories some people have.
I loaned 'Tom' and 'Geri' $1,000
and Mrs. Jimmy D. Herndon with
two years ago when they fell behind
Norman Klapp giving this obligaon some bills. Instead of repaytion.
ment. I have received nothing but
Warren Seed Company will presexcuses -- and all the while I see
ent a program on "Stop Tobacco
their postings about shopping at
Suckers" at the Murray Woman's
the mall and going to the gym.
Club House on July 18.
What DEADBEATS!"
Sixty years ago
IMO*.
Sgt. James W. Knight of Hazel
DEAR ABBY: Do I have to
is pictured helping to distribute
stop wearing my wedding ring?
clothing donated by the people of
My husband died three years ago.
Murray and Hazel. to needy GerWe had been married 53 years
man children in Wiesbaden Miliand 12 days. Abby. I pledged
tary Post Welfare Rooms.
"until death do us part." I just
Jim Cullivan, assistant football
can't seem to make myself take
coach at Fulton High School for
off the ring he put on my finger
the past two years.• has been
so many years ago.
appointed to assistant football
I'm tired of being told that I
coach at Murray High School. "have" to give up something so
according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods.
precious to me. Is there a time
president.
limit, or is it OK for me to go
Canon towels are listed as sellahead with wearing the ring and
ing for $1.39 each in the ad for
ignore the people who pester- me
Littleton's this week.
about taking it off? Maybe a time
will come when I'll want to, but

Dear Abby

not now, not yet. Please give me
some sound advice. -- ARIZONA
WIDOW
DEAR WIDOW: Please accept
my sympathy for your loss. Widows and widowers usually remove
their wedding ring at the point
when they decide they would like
to begin dating again. When they
do, some of them choose to move
the ring from their left to the
right hand. Others put it away as
a treasured keepsake.
There is no set time at which
your wedding ring "must" come
off. If and when you feel the
time is right, it will happen -- or
not. This is a personal decision
that no one can or should make
for you.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: I'm 15 years
old, and I'm afraid to kiss! I won't
date anyone because I'm afraid
my kiss will suffer by cotnparison. I know no one becomes an
expert without practice, but I don't
want anyone to be my first kiss.
Several guys are into me, but
I can't date them because eventually they'll want to kiss. It would
be so embarrassing to be horrible at it. Any advice? -- TOO
FREAKED OUT TO MAKE OUT
DEAR FREAKED OUT: Kissing isn't a competitive sport, so
stop worrying. A kiss doesn't have
to be the way it's portrayed in
the movies. Whether a guy wants
to kiss you isn't as important as
whether you WANT him to kiss
you. If you do, all you have to
do is close your eyes, tilt your
head a bit to the side and lean
in. He will take care of the rest.
I remember my first "real"
kiss. I was 12, and my parents
had decided to move from Wisconsin to California. I had a crush
on a 16-year-old. Two weeks before
we were scheduled to leave. 1
summoned the courage to approach
him, told him I was leaving, and
asked if he'd give me my first
real kiss. Once he got over his
visible surprise, he did. It was
sweet, gentle, chaste, and I've never
forgotten it.

Today In History
In 1792, Amencan naval hero
John Paul Jones died in Paris at
age 45.
, In 1932, the United States and
Canada signed a treaty to develop the St. Lawrence Seaway.
In 1940. the Democratic national convention at Chicago Stadium nominated President Franklin
D. Roosevelt for an unprecedented third term in office.
In 1947, President Harry S.
Truman signed a Presidential Succession Act which placed the speaker of the House and the Senate
president pro tempore next in the

line of succession after the vice
president.
In 1969, a car driven by Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy 1D-Mass.)
plunged off a bridge on Chappaquiddick Island near Martha's
Vineyard: his passenger. 28-yearold Mary Jo Kopechne (kohPEHK'-nee). drowned.
In 1981, six weeks after being
paroled from prison, Jack Henry
Abbott. acclaimed for his book
"In the Belly of the Beast," fatally stabbed waiter Richard Adan.
(Abbott
was
convicted
of
manslaughter.)
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THE 500Y SHOP SAID IT'LL
COST $1000 TO FIX THE
DENT IN YOUR CAR
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Gait abnormality
puzzles loved one
DEAR DR. GOTI: My 75year-old grandpa has been having a
great deal of difficulty walking for
about a month. When he went to his
doctor to find what was causing the
problem. his
doctor
ordered
an
MR1 of the
brain, indicating ataxia as a
diagnosis. I
can't understand what an
MR1 of the
brain has to
do with difficulties walking, and I sure
By
Dr. Peter Gott don't know
what ataxia is.
Can you till in the blanks?
DEAR READER:This peculiar
sounding word implies a lack of
coordination that occurs with voluntary movements such as walking.
Speech. eye movement and swallowing can also be affected. A person might have difficulty speaking,
stumble and fall for no apparent
reason, or have difficulty eating.
Ataxia can develop rather slowly
over an extended period of time or
can suddenly appear, causing people such as you and your family
great concern.
Incessant ataxia commonly
results from damage, loss of nerve
cells, or degeneration to the portion
of the brain that controls muscle
coordination. Several conditions,
including stroke, TIA (transient
ischemic attack), tumor; head trauma, multiple sclerosis, alcohol
abuse and cerebral palsy, can cause
the symptoms.
Some forms of the disorder are
hereditary and result from being
born with a defect in a specific gene
that produces abnormal proteins.
These proteins disrupt nerve cells,
causing them to degenerate over
time. Gene defects are progressive,
and most will cause poor coordination.

There are also metaboliC forms
of the disorder caused by poisons or
side effects of drugs.
Testing for ataxia might include
blood work, a CT scan or MR1, or
lumbar puncture. If the ataxia was
acquired from a viral infection such
as chicken pox,it will likely resolve
on its own without treatment.
When appropriate, occupational.
physical and speech therapy, as
well as counseling to combat possible depression, allow a patient to
remain as independent as possible
and will work toward increasing
mobility. A cane or walker might
also help a person ambulate more
easily.
Your grandfather may test negative. If so. he should speak with his
physician regarding possible intervention with a neurologist or other
specialist so he can get to the bottom of the issue and learn how to
resolve the issue or how best to
cope with it. Good luck.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I would
like to order 12 different health
reports but send only one check for
all of them, along with a large
manila envelope and extra postage.
Is that OK, or do.I need to send a
No. 10 envelope for each report?
DEAR READER: One large
envelope is all that is required. It
would be an enormous waste of
energy and postage to send 12 separate envelopes. My guess is that
you should affix approximately
$1.44 in postage for the additional
weight. Unfortunately, some reports
are heavier than others. so I cannot
be specific on this issue. I'll look
forward to receiving your orders.
Dr. Peter H. Gott is a retired
physician and the author of several
books, including "Live Longer.
Live Better." "Dr. Gott's No Flour,
No ugar Diet" and "Dr. Gott's No
Fl
No Sugar Cookbook," which
are available at most bookstores or
online.
His
website
is
www.AskDrGottMD.com.

Dr. Gott

FORGET IT! IP I CAN LIVE WITH A
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FAST
FACTS
Dear
Readers:
Here are a few
ways to reuse
cleaned
frozen-treat
sticks,
•
Use
them to label
different
plants in sour yard.
* Paint them and make a picture frame.
• Stir coffee with one.
* Use as a straight edge for
underlining things.
Heloise
THE AUTOMATED VOICE
Dear Heloise: Please let me
SOUND OFF. How much trouble
can it be, when calling a place,
to have a human answer the phone?
I called and got this automated
lady asking why I was calling.
The choices were not anything I
could use. She kept saying. "I
didn't get that." When a human
person comes on the line. I already
am angry enough to spit nails.
Companies that value my business should provide a human person to answer questions or conduct other business. -- Pat in Ohio
Pat, most people agree with
vou. Howeverr, with the large nation-

by
Heloise

al companies receiving the huge
volume of calls they get, this is
the way it is today!
Readers, thoughts on her comments? -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
MEATLOAF FILLER
Dear Heloise: I keep a small
tub for collecting the crumbs at
the bottom of cracker, chip and
bread bags for meatloaf filler and
meatballs.
Just remember that most will
include salt, so go easy with seasoning. -- Gayle in North Carolina
SUPER MARKER
Dear Heloise: Black permanent markers are super for writing on most surfaces, but if you
have a dark surface, they obviously won't show. The solution:
Buy a silver permanent marker.
and it is perfect. -- Annette Taulbee,
Santa Maria, Calif.
LACE CURTAINS
Dear Heloise: I am a daily
reader of your column. I would
like to know how to wash my
lace curtains so that they will stay
crisp. You printed it once before:
would you be kind enough to print

it again, please? -- Ann T.. Fulton, Miss.
Happy to. Ann! Here's how to
get your curtains crisp and clean:
Fill a sink with cool water, mix
in I cup ofEpsom salts and make
sure the salts are completely dissolved. Put the curtains in the
sink, then dip them in and out
while being careful NOT to wring
or twist them! Hang them either
outside or over a. bathtub to dripdry That's all there is to it! -Heloise
MELTED ICE CUBES?
Dear Heloise: We have frequent thunderstorms 'and therefore
occasional power outages. When
I go on vacation. I place four or
five ice cubes in a dish in the
freezer. When I return, if the ice
cubes evolved into a pond of ice
in the dish. I know that the power
was off for several hours and I
should be leery of anything in the
freezer/ refrigerator. -- A.P. in Houston
RUBBER GLOVES
Dear Heloise: When I've poked
a hole in the index finger of a
right-hand rubber glove. I turn the
left-hand glove wrong side out.
and it fits my right hand! -- Faye.
via email
102011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Hints From Heloise

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. July 18, the
199th day of 2011. There are 166
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1536, the English Parliament passed an act declaring the
authority of the pope void in England.
On this date:
In A.D. 64, the Great Fire of
Rome began.
In 1610, highly influential Italian baroque artist Michelangelo
Merisi do Caravaggio died in Porto
Ercole at age 38.
BABYL_.

Murray Ledger & Times

THE RETRO HAIRDO. THAT
APPLE-REP UP5TICK AND
1405E THICK .7LAS41ES I
HAVE
MEAN( WHOA' GOT TO BE
KIPPING. .

you

CIARFiELP, DO YOU
EVER WONDER
wHAT'S GOING ON
IN THE WORLD?

WHAT ABOUT THAT
GOOFY WHITE APRON
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THERE'S
SOMETHING
GOING ON?

YOU'RE
PATHETIC
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IF YOU SQUINT,
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Landscaping plant
Limp's call
Ship of 1492
De Mille of dance
German steel city
Work of fiction
Teams
Bullfight call
Istanbul native
Trembled
Notice
Warm season
Lathered up
Purple-blossomed trees
Put down
Comment
Part to play
Sense of self
Young pigeons
Alaskan islander
Excessive
Winger of films
Checkout line count
Street group
Seed holders
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Thick soup
Doubtful
T-bone, for one
Set of cards
Rooter
In the past
Summon up
Square dancer
Nuisances
Winter glider
Complains loudly
Baseball officials
Writer Tan
Fly high
Masseur's place
Ahab feature
One-celled organism
Like some dice
Music buys
Toadies' replies
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2011 FIFA WOMEN'S WORLD CUP: JAPAN 2(3), UNITED STATES 2(1)
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MAR11N MEISSNER / AP

United States goalkeeper Hope Solo reacts during the penalty shootout of the final match between Japan and the United States at the Women's Soccer World Cup in Frankfurt,
Germany, Sunday.

APAN STUNS U.S.
WORLD'S No. 1 RANKED TEAM FALLS TO JAPANESE VIA PENALTY KICKS IN
2011 FIFA WOMEN'S WORLD CuP CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH
By NANCY ARMOUR
AP National Writer
FRANKFURT, Germany (AP) --The Americans stood on the field,
watching in stunned silence.
This, they were certain. was their
World Cup to win. Through every
comeback, to every last second, they
never doubted that, somehow, they
would emerge as champions.
But the resilience that had carried
them so far and captivated their country
disappeared when they needed it most.
Shannon Boss, Carli Lloyd and Tobin
Heath all failed to convert penalty
kicks, and Japan stunned the Americans
" 3-1 in a shootout after the U.S. twice
blew a lead.
"There are really no words." Abby
Wambach said. "We were so close."
Minutes, in fact.
Wambach, whose clutch play against
Brazil and France was the reason the
Americans were in the final, scored on
another header in the 104th minute. But
in the 117th, five minutes before extra
time was to expire, Homare Sawa
flicked in a corner kick to tie the game
and send it to penalties. It was the fifth
goal of the tournament for the 32-yearold, playing in her fifth World Cup.

The Americans had beaten Brazil on
penalty kicks in a quarterfinal thriller,
but they didn't have the same touch
Sunday.
"It's hard to do two rounds of penalties," Wambach said. "The keeper, in a
way, knows which way we're going to
go."
Though the U.S. is the two-time
defending Olympic champion, it has
been 12 years since that watershed team
in 1999 won the World Cup. This squad
was certain it could turn it around.,
It was not a smooth ride. There was
an upset in regional qualifying by
Mexico, a team that had not beaten its
neighbors to the north in its first 25
tries, forcing the two-time champs to
beat Italy in a playoff to get the very
last spot in Germany. They dropped
their first game of the year, to Sweden,
and lost to England for the first time in
22 years — so long ago Alex Morgan
hadn't even been born yet.
They won their first two games in
Germany easily — despite squandering
dozens of chances. Then they lost to
Sweden, their first defeat in group play
at the World Cup.
*But they rallied with one of the most
riveting finishes ever in a World Cup

game — men's or women's -- against
Brazil in the quarterfinals. Down a
player for almost an hour and on the
verge of making their earliest exit ever
from a major tournament, Wambach's
magnificent, leaping header in the
122nd minute tied the game.
They scratched out another gritty
win against France to earn a spot in the
finals.
And now this.
"It's devastating." Megan Rapinoe
said. "Just to get to the final and not win
it is devastating."
Even when they went to penalty
kicks, the Americans still never doubted
themselves.
"This is sports. This is the way it
goes," Wambach said. "Unfortunately,
it didn't go our way tonight. All of us
are devastated."
But the Americans lost this game a,
much as Japan won it. Their struggles to
finish, a problem all year,cost them big.
"I don't blame anybody," Wambach
said. "We had so many chances
tonight."
MICHAEL SOHN ' AP
The Americans finished the first half
with a 12-5 shot advantage but had just Japan's Homare Sawa lifts the trophy following the final match
between Japan and the United States at the Women's Soccer World
IN See STUNNER, 10A
Cup in Frankfurt, Germany, Sunday.

2011 BRITISH OPFN

Clarke wins British Open on 20th try
NORTHERN IRELAND NATIVE
BLOWS AWAY FIELD AT ROYAL ST.
GEORGE'S TO JOIN GOLF'S ELITE

MATT DUNHAM / AP

A silhouetted Darren Clarke of Northern Ireland holds up
the Claret Jug trophy as he celebrates winning the British
Open Golf Championship at Royal St George's.

BY DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
SANDWICH, England (AP)
— No matter how long it grows
or even how quickly, the list of
major champions from the tiny
country of Northern Ireland
just wouldn't feel complete
without Darren Clarke.
He doesn't have the majestic
swing of Rory McIlroy or the

putting prowess of Graeme
McDowell, the last two U.S.
Open champions. He hasn't
contended in a major for the
last 10 years, wasn't even eligible for the last three majors and
was no longer among the top
100 in the world.
No matter.
Clarke's three-shot victory
in the British Open was met

applause
unending
with
Sunday. the loudest saved for
the closing ceremony When he
was introduced as the chanapion golfer of the year.
More than that, Clarke is a
man of the people.
"I'm a bit of a normal bloke,
aren't I?" Clarke said, the claret
,jug at his side. "I like to go to
the pub and have a pint, fly
home, buy everybody a drink,
just normal. There's not many
airs and graces about me. I was
a little bit more difficult to deal
with in my earlier years, and
I've mellowed some. Just a lit-

tle bit. But I'm just a normal
guy playing golf, having a bit
of fun."
He was extraordinary at
Royal St. George's.
A cigarette curled under his
fingers as he barreled down the
fairways, Clarke held off brief
Phil
challenges
from
Mickelson and Dustin Johnson
and held up under the pressure
until no one could catch him.
Mickelson, who needed
only seven holes to made up a
five-shot deficit, stepped aside
•See OPEN, 10A
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St Murray. KY •753-3415
Van Haverstock

State Auto
Insurance

SCOREBOARD
Maior League Baseball
All Times CDT
American League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
56 36 609
New York
1
55 37 598
Tampa Bay
50 42 543
6
Toronto
47 49 490
11
Baltimore
38 54 413
10
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
49 44 527
Cleveland
Detroit
50 45 526
Chicago
46 494.84
4
44 49 473
Minnesota
5
Kansas City
38 57 400
12
West Division
W
L Pct GB
55 41 573
Texas
Los Angeles
4
51 45 531
Seattle
43 52 453 111.2
Oakland
42 54 438
13
Saturdays Games
N Y Yankees 4, Toronto 1
Boston 9. Tampa Bay 5
Chicago White Sox 5. Detroit 0
LA Angels 4 Oakland 2. 1st game
Baltimore 6. Cleveland 5
Minnesota 4, Kansas City 3
Oakland 4, LA Angels 3. 10 innings,
2nd game
Texas 5. Seattle 1
Sunday's Games
Detroit 4, Chicago White Sox 3
N Y Yankees 7 Toronto 2
Baltimore 8. Cleveland 3
Minnesota 4. Kansas City 3
Oakland 9. L.A. Angels 1
Texas 3 Seattle 1
Boston at Tampa Bay. 6.05 p in
Monday's Games
Cleveland (Hutt 0-0) at Minnesota
(Swarzak 2-21, 1210 p.m . 1st game
Boston (Wakefield 5-3) at Baltimore
(Bergesen 1-61. 6 05 p m
N.Y Yankees (A J Burnett 8-71 at
Tampa Bay (Cobb 2-0), 6- 10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 6-5) at
Kansas City (Davies 1-8), 7.10 pm
Cleveland iCarmona 4-10) at
Minnesota (Diamond 0-01. 7:10 p.m.,
2nd game
Tuesday's Games
Boston at Baltimore. 605 pm
Oakland at Detroit. 6.05 pm
Seattle at Toronto. 607 p.m.
NY. Yankees at Tampa Bay. 6:10 p.m
Chicago White Sox at Kansas City. 710
pm
Cleveland at Minnesota. 710 p.m.
Texas at LA Angels. 905 p.m.
National League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Philadelphia
59 35.628
Atlanta
56 39 589 312
New York
47 47 500
12
Washington
47 48.495 1212
Florida
46 49 484 1312
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Milwaukee
51 45.531
Pittsburgh
49 44 527
12
St Louis
50 45.526
12
Cincinnati
47 48.495 312
Chicago
38 58 396
13
Houston
31 64 326 1912
West Division
W
L Pct GB
San Francisco
55 41 573
Arizona
51 44 537 312
Colorado
45 50 474 91.2
Los Angeles
42 53 442 1212
San Diego
41 55 427
14

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL: REDS 3. CARDINALS 1

XL'EP

Haverstock Insurance Agency

Sunday's Games
Philadelphia 8. N V Mets 5
Cincinnati 3, St Louis 1
Atlanta 9, Washington 8
Pittsburgh 7 Houston 5. 11 innings
Florida 7. Chicago Cubs 5
Milwaukee 4 Colorado 3
San Francisco 4, San Diego 3. 11
innings
Arizona 4 L A Dodgers 1
Monday's Games
Cincinnati (Willis 0-0) at Pittsburgh
(Ja McDonald 5-41, 605 p.m
Florida (Hensley 0-2) at N.Y Mets
(Capuano 8-8). 6 10 p m.
Philadelphia (Halladay 11-31 at Chicago
Cubs(R Lopez 1-2), 7 05 p m
Washington (Marquis 7-4) at Houston
(Lyles 0-4). 7 05 p.m.
Atlanta ID Lowe 5-7) at Colorado
(Hammel 5-8). 7 40 P
Milwaukee (Wolf 6-fi)et Arizona
(Collmenter 4-5). 8:40 pm
L.A Dodgers (Billingsley 8-71 at San
Francisco (Vogelsong 6-1). 9 15 p m
Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 6:05 p m.
San Diego at Florida, 6.10 p.m.
St Louis at N Y. Mets. 6:10 p.m
Philadelphia at Chicago Cubs, 7:05
pm
Washington at Houston. 7:05 p m
Atlanta at Colorado. 7 40 p.m
Milwaukee at Arizona 8 40 p m
L A Dodgers at San Francisco 9 15
pm
British Open Par Scores
Sunday
At Royal St. George's Golf Club
Sandwich, England
Purse: $7.97 million
Yardage: 7,211: Par: 70
Money winnings based on $1.61 to
the British Pound
(a-amateur)
Final
Darren Clarke. $1.451.83068-68-6970-275
-5
Phil Mickelson. $689,61770-69-71-68-278
-2
Dustin Johnson $689.61770-68-6872-278
-2
Thomas Bjorn. $419,41665-72-71-71-1
279
Chad Campbell. $293.05469-68-7469-280
Anthony Kim. 5293.05472-68-70-70-280
Rickie Fowler. $293.05470-70-68-72280
Raphael Jacquelin. 5209.70874-67-7169-281
+1
Sergio Garcia, $168.30470-70-74-68+2
282
Simon Dyson 5168.30468-72-72-70282
+2
Davis Love Ill, 5168,30470-68-72-72282
+2
Steve Stacker. $126.36269-71-72-71283
.3
Martin Kaymer. $126,36268-69-73-73-283
+3
Lucas Glover. 5126.36266-70-73-74283
+3
George Coetzee. $109.69469-69-72+4
74-284
Richard Green, $90.33670-71-73-71285
+5
Char) Schwartzel. 590.33671-67-7572-285
+5
Y.E. Yang, 590.33671-69-73-72-285+5
Frednk Jacobson 590.33670-70-7372-285
+5
Webb Simpson. 590,33666-74-72-73285
+5
Zach Johnson. 590,33672-68-71-74-285
+5
Tom Watson, $72.05472-70-72-72-286
-6
Tom Lehman. 572.05471-67-73-75286
+6
Anders Hansen. S72.05469-69-72-76286
+6
Rory Mcliroy, 562,91371-69-74-73287
+7
Adam Scott. $62,91369-70-73-75-287
+7

Murray Ledger & Times

Reds rally to beat Garcia, Cardinals 3-1 in series finale
REDS HAVE TAKEN 7 OF 12 FROM
CARDINALS THIS SEASON

start since getting a four-year,
$27 million contract extension.
The left-hander allowed only
three hits through the first five
By JOE KAY
in this clubhouse and in this
innings,
holding fast to the 1-0
AP Baseball Writer
game," Theriot said.
lead. Then, it slipped away.
CINCINNATI (AP) Ryan Hanigan singled home
Cozart singled in the sixth
Another solid start by Jaime the tiebreaking run an inning
and Joey Votto hit a grounder to
Garcia slipped away on a dis- later. and Cozart homered in the
second
Skip
baseman
puted call and two wild pitches. eighth. Homer Bailey (4-4)
Schumaker. His throw to get the
Zack Cozart hit his first gave up three hits, including
forceout pulled Theriot across
major league homer on Sunday, Lance Berkman's 25th homer, in
second base, and umpire Mike
and the Cincinnati Reds rallied 7 1-3 innings.
Muchlinski ruled Cozart safe.
for a 3-1 victory over the St.
The Reds lead the NL
Theriot ran to Muchlinski
Louis Cardinals.
Central rivalry 7-5, with one and pointed in his face while
The defending NL Central series left in St. Louis from
screaming. The umpire quickly
champs got a much-needed win Sept. 2-4. On the verge of slipejected Theriot, and first base
against Garcia (9-4), who was ping out of the race, they took
umpire Chris Guccione stepped
5-0 in his career against them.
two of three in the weekend between them.
Cardinals shortstop Ryan series, leaving them in the four"I know the job they do is
Theriot was ejected while argu- team bunch atop the division.
very difficult," Theriot said of
ing a call in the sixth that set up
"It's no different than we the umpires. "It was just such a
the tying run. Garcia then threw thought." Berkman said. "It's crucial point in the game. I
a pair of wild pitches that let going to be one of those mad made it a point to keep my foot
Cincinnati pull even.
scrambles."
on the base, and I felt he was
"There was a lot of passion
Garcia was tough in his first out. Its a big call. It's a call that

•Open
From Page 9A
by missing too many short
putts. Johnson, in the final
group of a major for the third
time in the last six, made
another blunder with a major at
stake. This time, he was two
shots behind on the par-5 14th.
tried to lay up with a 2-iron and
hit it out-of-bounds to make
double bogey.
They shared second place,
stretching
the
American
drought to six straight majors
without winning.
Despite meaningless bogeys
on the last two holes. Clarke
closed with an even-par 70.
"Pretty amazing right now,"
Clarke said. "It's been a dream
since I've been a kid to win the
Open, like any kid's dream is,
and I'm able to do it, which just
feels incredible."
The weather was so wild
that heavy rain switched over
to sunshine, back and forth all
afternoon, in a relentless wind.
Clarke was steady through it

all, never allowing himself to
think about what it mean to
hold the claret jug until he
stepped onto the 18th green.
Clarke removed his visor to
salute the gallery. His hair is
almost all gray now, the result
of a 42-year-old who has gone
through more hard times than
he cares to remember, the worst
of it losing his wife to cancer
five years ago.
"Bad times in golf are more
frequent than the good times."
he said. "I've always been pretty hard on myself when I fail
because I don't find it very easy
to accept that. And there's
times I've been completely and
utterly fed up with the game."
The advice from friends,
family and agent Chubby
Chandler were always the
same.
"Get out there and practice
and keep going. keep going.
keep going." Clarke said. "And
that's why I'm sitting here
now."

•Stunner

From Page 9A
one attempt on target. Lauren
Cheney came up short three
times. Wambach shook the
crossbar and Rapinoe banged
one off the near post. The
Americans
finally
broke
through in the second half, with
Morgan scoring her second goal
of the tournament in the 69th.
But with just nine minutes or
Saturday's Games
Flonda 13, Chicago Cubs 3
so before they could claim the
N.Y Mets 11, Philadelphia 2
title. the Americans gifted Japan
Houston 6. Pittsburgh 4
a goal. Rachel Buehler tied to
St. Louis 4. Cincinnati 1
Washington 5, Atlanta 2
clear the ball right in front of the
Arizona 3, L.A. Dodgers 2
goal and knocked it to All
MihNaukee 8. Colorado 7
Krieger, who botched her clearSan Diego 11, San Francisco 3
ance, too. The ball fell to Aya
Miyama, who poked it in from
five yards to tie it.
"There is such a little difference between success and not
•Entries are now being accepted at the Murray-Calloway Co.(KY) success," U.S. coach
Pia
Parks and Recreation Department for two upcoming youth baseball
Sundhage said. "Of course, it's
tournaments. The MCCP is sponsoring the West Kentucky Classic on
July 22-24 and the Back To School Bash on August 5-7. The tourna- disappointing."
And not just for the team.
ments are open to all-star and travel teams in 8u, 10u, 12u and 13u age
Americans
had
rallied
divisions. The tournaments will be held in Murray, KY. For more tournament information call 270-762-0325 or email tab.brockman@murray- around this team like no other
since '99. impressed by its grit
pancs.org.
and charmed by its spunk.
•The 5th Annual Tiger Classic Golf Tournament will be Fnday, July
Hollywood celebrities, fellow
22nd at the Murray Country Club. The tournament is a four person
pro athletes and people who
scramble with a 1:00 pm shotgun start. Lunch will be provided starting don't care about any sport, let
at Noon. The cost is $ 200 team. Proceeds benefit the Murray High
alone soccer, adopted the playBoys and Girls Golf Teams. Anyone wishing to enter a team or be a tour- ers. Even President Barack
nament sponsor should contact Coach Chris Graham at 970-0361 or Obama was a fan,
taking to
Coach Amy McDowell at 293-0795.
Twitter himself on Sunday
•Tryouts for the 2011-12 Murray High Golf Team will be Monday, morning to wish the team well.
"Sorry I can't be there to see
July 18th and Tuesday, July 19th. Tryouts on Monday will be at 8:00
a.m. for the boys and 900 a.m. for the girls at Murray Country Club. you play, but I'll be cheering
you on from here. Let's go.Tryouts on Tuesday will be at MSU's Miller Golf Course, Any Murray
BO."
Independent student entering grades 6-12 may try out. Students must
The Brazil match drew the
have had a sports physical to try out.
third-highest ratings ever for a
•Tryouts for the 2011 Murray Middle Softball team will be on
Women's World Cup game, and
Monday, July 18 and Monday, July 25 at 6:00 pm at the MHS field. Any
Wednesday's semifinal victory
MMS girl entering grades 6-8 may try out. Anyone wishing to try out over France did almost as well
must have completed a sports physical.
- despite being played in the

middle of the workday back
home. The Empire State
Building was bathed in red,
white and blue this weekend,
along with Japan's colors-red
and white.
On Monday, those colors will
shine again- without the blue.
Blue, meanwhile, was how
U.S. fans felt after the loss.
"Deep down inside, I really
thought it was our destiny to
win it: Lloyd said. "But maybe
it was Japan's."

meant a lot at that point. He
ended up scoring."
The Cardinals considered it
the turning point.
"In my opinion, that's what
swung the game," Berkman
said.
Cozart came around to score
on a pair of wild pitches by
Garcia, the second one a breaking ball in the dirt to Jonny
Gomes.
"It was a curveball that I just
spiked," Garcia said. "I tried to
do too much with it. I was just a
little excited with the situation
and paid the consequences."
An inning later, Miguel
Cairo hit his first triple since
2009 and scored on Hanigan's
single up the middle for a 2-1
lead. The Reds finished 1 for 8
with runners in scoring position,
but it was just enough. Cozart
homered in the eighth off Lance
Lynn.

CASTLEMAN TIRE 6 REPAIR, INC,
"Serving The Area for Over 50 years"
1880 State Rt. 121 So.• Mayfield • 247-5866
Monday-Friday 7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
GOOD;41411R
195/60R15
195/65R15
215/70R15
235/75R15
205/55R16
LT265/75R 16
245/65R17
225/50R18
275/55R20
275/60R20

EAGLE RSA
EAGLE LS
INTEGRITY
WRANGLER RAD
EAGLE LS
WRANGLER TD
FORTERA HL
EAGLE LS
EAGLE LS
WRANGLER HP

$77.00
$74.00
$78.00
$89.00
$82.90
$140.00
$127.00
$122.00
$151.00
$157.00

KUMHO

16,
205/60R16
265/75R16
225/60R17

17RES

KH 17
AT
KL 21

$74.00
$130.00
$88.00

Misc.
205/65R 15
205/55R16
215/60R16
225/60R16
245/75R16
215/60R17
215/60R17

FEDERAL
VENEZIA
HERCULES
DORAL
DUNLOP
BRIDGESTONE
FEDERAL

$72.00
$77.00
$78.00
$85.00
$109.00
$113.00
$98.00

LATITUDE
CROSSTERRAIN
LTX AT2
PILOT HX

$147.00
$147.00
$179.00
$155.00

Prices include mounting, Front Brakes
computer balancing,
Alignment
valve stems
Oil Change
(most vehicles)
and tree rotation.

$69.95
$49.95
$27.95

"Serving The Area for Over SO Years"
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ROGERS GROUP INC.
Canton Quarry Y 270-924-5434
RogersGroupInc.com
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225/65R17
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Vol

112
• Electric power 4 folds deck up for
easy maintenance, transport and storage.
• Use same switch to adjust infinite range of cutting heights
• 5.5" deep cutting chambers
- Solid-gauge metal construction
• Available in 48-. 52-, & 61" cutting widths

LAMB'S SMALL ENGINE
101 Industrial Road • Murra • 753-2925

---

YOUR NEXT MOWER

ww w.gr sstiopper mower J.o111
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RACEWAY AUTO SALES
Corner of 4th & Poplar Streets • Murray • 270-753-9586
2001 Chevrolet Impala
1999 Buick Century. Nice
2003 Ford Focus. 35 mpg
1998 Ford Ranger, V-6. Auto. 4x4
1999 Dodge Caravan
1996 Ford Contour. White
1998 Chevrolet Cavalier. Dependable
2000 Ford F150. 99.000 miles. King Cab
1992 Chevrolet Silverado. Good Work Truck
1989 Ford Ranger, One Owner
2002 Chevrolet Impala

$3,200
$2,600
..$3,200

$2,950
$3,300
$1,850
$1,800
$5.500
S1,900
S1,950
S2.900

Now Selling Tombstones
Check Our Prices Before Buying!
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